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Submission: Planning Partnership and Minister for Planning NSW, I am a 19 year old person who resides with his
parents and sisters in
, Kemps Creek. I have lived on this property since birth and I am the fourth
generation of my family to live on this property. The land has been in our family since just after the Second World
War when my great grandparents came here from Europe
My
family owned this land well before any discussion of a second airport in the area. We live a wonderful life style on
our property and spend the majority of our spare time outdoors enjoying the acreage that we live on. I recall from
as long as I can remember my parents and grandfather before he passed away saying that once the airport gets
close we will sell the property and move as a family unit a little bit further out and but some another small acreage
block to continue living the lifestyle we so dearly love. About 20 months ago I saw the concern on my parents face
when they were explaining the proposed zoning of our land at the fact we may not be able to sell for a reasonable
amount of money and more than likely wont be able to sell. I was also present when a member of the Airport
Planning Partnership came to our house and my father pointed out to her that we were in a unique position being
rezoned Envirnomental/Recreation as well as being in there 25-30 ANEC noise level area. All present we concerned
and upset when the representative informed us that the “planning partnership” hands not identified this issue
before my father pointed it out to them. She herself stated that leaves you in a “Vulnerable Position”. I could feel
the anxiety levels grow immediately and have watched them continue to grow with a number of people in the
“Overett Avenue Group” suffer significant health issues. I have seen my mother sit with tears streaming down her
face asking my father what will we do. Then receiving information from real estate agents that their land due to the
two significant issues (zoning and noise) is now essentially unsellable for any value near the previous market value.
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This information has caused great alarm and further adding to the effects on not only my parents health but our
extended family and neighbours.
These are people who have been devastated as their plans for retirement etc have been
destroyed due to the unique set of circumstances they face. As a young man I have been told by my parents to trust
in Government and our elected officials. I have been told that elected officials go into politics with the genuine
desire to “Do The Right Thing” by the community. What I have seen since August 2018 is not a Government who is
doing it right thing by its community. I have seen grown men sitting with tears in their eyes as they search for
answers and officials who can provide them with a “reasonable” solution or outcome to the unique problem facing
half of our street. I have genuine fears that unless the government provide some level of certainty around either
zoning the land as employment lands so it can be sold and people can move on with their lives or acquire it in a
timely manner with a clear time line then there will continue to be significant health effects on the involved
residents and possible deaths due to both physical and mental health issues directly resulting from the Planning
Partnership sand the Govt’s actions. I submit the above not for any reason other than to make you the Planner and
Elected officials aware of the impact your decisions are having to genuine decent human beings who have lived in
this area for lengthy periods of time and in our case have been occupants of this beautiful and peaceful land for four
generations and over 70 years. Please look at the Overett Avenue issues as they should be as a Unique set of
circumstances that require attention immediately to give a reasonable outcome to residents in a timely manner. I
also ask you to consider your position on the whole zoning and position on acquisition along the South Creek “Green
Zone” area. As a minimum this Green Spine should be taken back to the 1 in 20 or High Flood Zone levels. This would
allow for a green space, area for infrastructure whilst also giving the majority of residents a chance to develop land
and move on to start the rest of their lives on acreage.
URL: https://pp.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/draftplans/exhibition/western-sydney-aerotropolis-planning-package
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